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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to measure the principled moral reasoning of 68 female graduate students in education at the University of Kuwait. Participants were recruited from three master programs: foundations of education (n=21), curriculum and method of teaching (29), and Administration and educational planning (18). Their moral reasoning was measured by the Defining Issues Test (DIT). The results indicate that the sample scored lower in principled moral reasoning than graduate students in general. However, they scored predominantly at stage 4 in Kohlberg’s moral judgment theory. Results also indicate that there are no significant differences in principled moral reasoning of the participants according to their academic disciplines.
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1. Introduction and theoretical background

Research on moral reasoning has received much attention for many years since the inception of Kohlberg’s theory about morality and moral development (Cummings, Dyas, Maddux, & Kochman, 2001; Gump, Baker, & Samuel 2000; Rest, Thoma & Edwards 1997; Wygant & Williams, 1995). Kohlberg (1969; 1984) developed a comprehensive theory of stages of moral development. He argues that people progress in moral reasoning through a hierarchy of stages. Kohlberg's stages are grouped into three progressively higher levels: preconventional, conventional, and postconventional. People at the preconventional level (Stages 1 and 2), primarily children, conceive of rules and social expectations as external to the self. Moral decisions are made based on expectations of reward or punishment. At the conventional level (Stages 3 and 4), people subscribe to a morality of shared norms and values, centering on the needs of the individual and the rules and expectations of others. Interpersonal relationships and concern for others' opinions are crucial (Stage 3). At Stage 4, obeying society's laws becomes central. At the postconventional level (Stages 5 and 6), moral decision-making is based on principled reasoning. Stage 5 revolves around the utilitarian maxim, "the greatest good for the greatest number." At Stage 6, people make decisions based on universal principles of justice, liberty, and equality, even if these violate laws or social norms (Kohlberg, 1969; Power, Higgins, A & Kohlberg, 1989).

The theory of moral development proposed by Kohlberg (1969) has been widely used in research examining the reasons individuals use in making moral judgments (Snarey 1985; Trevino 1992). The most influential research focusing on moral development in student populations was research done by Lawrence Kohlberg (1958, 1964, 1967, 1969). Since Kohlberg's inception of his theory, considerable studies of moral judgment among college and university students have been undertaken predominantly with Western students' populations and most often with males. Recent years, however, have witnessed a growing interest and concern among researchers in studying the moral reasoning of graduate students. Thus, a substantial amount of research on the moral reasoning of graduate students has been undertaken in a wide variety of cultural groups, predominantly, however, in the United States (e.g. Cummings, Maddux, Richmond, & Cladianos, (2004); Fly, van, Weinman, Kitchener,
However, there is a dearth of empirical research regarding moral development of Muslim graduate students. To the best knowledge of the present authors, based on a comprehensive review of relevant literature, no research on Arab Muslim graduate students has been attempted. Only few studies have been carried out on high schools and undergraduate students from Arab Muslim cultures (Bouhmama, 1984, 1988, 1989, 2007; Ismail, 1976; Maqsud, 1977, 1998; Webb & Steentsma, 1983).

Of the methods of measuring moral reasoning, the most widely used is the Defining Issues Test (DIT), a technically strong, objective paper-and-pencil test. The Defining Issues Test is a well-documented measure of moral judgment that has been used all over the world (Rest, 1986). The index most frequently used is the "P-score," which reflects the principled reasoning (Stages 5 and 6 in Kohlberg's theory) of a person.

In the present investigation, the authors sought to find answers to the two research questions listed below:

1. What is the principled moral reasoning level of a female sample of Kuwaiti graduate students, as measured by the P-score of Defining Issues Test?
2. Are there significant differences in moral reasoning levels of the participants based on their academic disciplines?

2. Methodology

2.1. Participants

Participants were 68 female graduate students in education, from three master programmes at the college of Education, Kuwait University: Master of foundations of education (n=21), Master of Curriculum and methods of teaching (n=29), & Master of Administration and educational planning (n=18). All participants were Muslims and were either full time or part
time teachers with a teaching experience ranging from 3 years to 13 years. They were between the ages 25 and 39, with a mean age of 27.6 and a standard deviation of 2.36.

The initial sample consisted of 73 subjects; however, 5 protocols (6.8%) were discarded because of inconsistencies. The loss of 6.8% of the respondents in this study due to invalidating from the internal consistency checks is within the expected 5-15% that DIT studies usually incur (Rest, 1990, 1993).

2.2. Instrumentation.

The moral reasoning was assessed by the Arabic version of the Defining Issues Test (Short Form) which has been employed in previous published research (Bouhmama, 1989, 2007). The Defining Issues Test (DIT) was developed by Rest (1997) to function as an objective alternative to the subjective and time-consuming Moral Judgment Interview designed by Kohlberg. Both were designed to measure moral development level of the participant according to Kohlberg's theory of moral development. The short-form of the DIT is composed of three dilemmas.

Stage scores and principled morality scores were obtained for each participant. The principled morality score (P score) represents the amount of post-conventional thinking (stages 5A, 5B, and 6) preferred by the participants. This is the score used to distinguish those making a high percentage of principled morality decisions from those thinking mostly at pre-conventional and conventional levels (stages 2, 3, and 4). The P-score (based on moral judgment Stages 5 and 6) is the most valid and widely used index. Since the P score was used as the moral development variable in this study, reliability and validity of the DIT will be discussed in terms of that score alone. A study of test-retest reliability by Davison and Robbins (1978) showed the P score to have a reliability of generally .80. A Cronbach's Alpha measure of internal consistency provided an alpha in the .70s for the P score of both the six-story version and the short form. The three stories making up the short form used in this study (Heinz and the Drug, Escaped Prisoner, and the Doctor's Dilemma) were chosen for their high P score correlation ($r = .93$) with the P score of the original six-story version (Rest, 1990).
2.3. Procedure

The short Arabic version of the Defining Issues test DIT was administered to the participants in regular class session under the supervision of research assistants for each of the three academic programs. Prior to the distribution of the test materials, a brief statement of the importance of this type of research was provided in order to elicit more co-operation from the participants. The students took part in the study of their own volition. They completed the questionnaire after they had been given a brief explanation of the DIT; they were given approximately 40 minutes to complete the survey in class.

3. Results

Of the 73 students who participated in this study, 5 (6.8%) were excluded from further analysis because of features of their protocols that suggested careless responding, such as missing data, or nondiscriminating rankings. These exclusions were made based on criteria set by Rest (1990)

Research question 1: What is the principled moral reasoning level of the Kuwaiti graduate students, as measured by the P-score of Defining Issues Test?

Table 1 presents the distribution of moral stage scores for 68 female Kuwaiti graduate students in Education. These results answer the first question of the study related to the use of the sample of the Principled Moral reasoning level as measured by the P score of the Defining Issues Test (DIT).

Table 1: Distribution of DIT Moral stage scores for the whole sample (N= 68)
The results for the Kuwaiti female students for this study indicate that the percentage of their principled Moral reasoning level is 32.68 as expressed by the P score. The scores from the DIT yielded an interesting trend for the present sample. The sample mean of the principled moral reasoning score expressed by Rest P-score was considerably below (P% = 32.68) the group means in the normative data provided by Rest, 1994; Rest & Narvaez, 1994 (p.4), who reported that Junior high school subjects generally average in the 20s, the senior high school subjects generally average in the 30s, the college students average in the 40s, the graduate students (who are not specializing in majors emphasizing moral thinking) average in the 50s, and those graduate students who do specialize in moral thinking average in the 60s.

It is also evident from the above table 1 above that the participants have a profile of moral development with stage 4 of moral reasoning as predominant (41.06). As can be seen from the table 1, the means of the scores for the graduate female students in Education were higher for the conventional moral reasoning (41.06), than for the post conventional moral reasoning (32.68).

Findings of the present research corroborate the findings of some previous research studies of moral reasoning in education students, which indicate that these students demonstrate significantly lower principled moral reasoning than college students major in other disciplines (Almpe, 1994; Cummings, Dyas, Maddux, and Kochman, 2001; McNeel, 1994; Yeazell & Johnson, 1988)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>04.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23.45</td>
<td>09.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41.06</td>
<td>11.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>08.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>08.70</td>
<td>07.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>07.67</td>
<td>04.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>32.68</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research question 2: The second question of this study sought to determine if there are differences in the participants' scores on principled moral reasoning (P-score) in terms of their academic type of discipline.

According to Rest (1990), when the purpose of a study is to compare two or more groups in terms of moral reasoning, t-tests or ANOVA are appropriate tests of significance on the DIT's P-scores. Accordingly, the average P-scores of the three master groups were tested for statistical significance. Table (2) displays Means and Standards deviations for the DIT Principled Moral reasoning score (P-score) according to discipline of the participants.

Table (2) Means, standard deviations and F-values of moral scores according to Academic disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Master Foundations of Education (n=21)</th>
<th>Master Curriculum &amp; Methods of teaching (n=29)</th>
<th>Master Admin &amp; Educational Planning (n=18)</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>Significance (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Means</td>
<td>SDs</td>
<td>Means</td>
<td>SDs</td>
<td>Means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>06.09</td>
<td>05.85</td>
<td>08.21</td>
<td>06.57</td>
<td>07.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>23.38</td>
<td>20.19</td>
<td>24.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.72</td>
<td>18.56</td>
<td>40.56</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>39.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>17.35</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>15.74</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>15.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>09.75</td>
<td>07.80</td>
<td>08.55</td>
<td>06.73</td>
<td>07.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>08.32</td>
<td>05.25</td>
<td>07.12</td>
<td>04.45</td>
<td>07.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>31.41</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>31.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the analysis of variance shown in Table (2) indicate that there are no significant differences between Principled Moral reasoning according to the academic disciplines of the three master groups who participated in this present study.

Table (2), also provides a summary of the statistical results for the whole profile of moral reasoning scores for the three master education groups according to their academic disciplines.
4-Discussion

Results of the present study indicate that Kuwait female graduate students use principled moral reasoning less than expected based on their level of education. Although all the respondents are graduate students, the obtained mean of principled moral reasoning (postconventional thinking) of 32.68 was equivalent to Senior high school students (31.80) and less than adults in general (40.0) as reported by Rest and Narvaez (1994), and indicating that in terms of moral judgment, the subjects in this present study scored much lower than other graduate student groups from western societies.

Findings of the present research corroborate the results of some previous research studies of moral reasoning in education students, which indicate that these students demonstrate significantly lower principled moral reasoning than college students major in other disciplines (Almpe, 1994; Cummings, Dyas, Maddux, and Kochman, 2001; McNeel, 1994; Yeazell & Johnson, 1988).

However, respondents used stage 4 moral reasoning ("law and order moral orientation" or "maintaining norms") more frequently than expected (41.06). These findings support Stewart and Sprinthal (1993) and Mwamwenda (1991)'s findings of decreased P scores and increased stage 4 scores in a sample of graduate students at the Department of Educational Psychology, University of Alberta.

The profile of the moral reasoning of the present sample shows the predominance of the conventional morality and a descent in advanced stages, as it appears in other studies using the same instrument the DIT test and with different students' samples (e.g. Bouhmama, 2007; Mwamwenda, 1991). One tentative explication for the low score of the participants' principled moral reasoning in this present study is that there are more likely factors in their disciplines or in their curricula that may account for their low score. Curriculum related factors that may contribute to the moral reasoning scores of these subjects which may be attributed to failure to integrate instruction of ethical considerations within the curriculum or to differences in teaching methodology (McNeel, 1994). According to Rest, Narvaez, and Thomas (1999) "The critical characteristic of a college for promoting moral judgment seems to be a commitment to critical reflection "(p.73). This characteristic may be lacking in the
curriculum of the master education programs of these subjects, and perhaps the master curriculum does not provide enough exposure to specific ethical considerations which resulted in their lower principled moral reasoning. These research findings indicate the need for closer examination of curriculum content and teaching methods to respond to the question of what best equip students with the critical thinking needed for postconventional reasoning (Kaplan, 2006; McNeel, 1994). McNeel (1994) found that the highest growth in moral reasoning in students whose majors were in areas "that focus on understanding humans in all diversity and/or majors that include a central integration of ethical considerations with the content of a professional course of study" (p.34). Indications of specific processes, content and ethics training that would be most helpful, in promoting principled moral thinking include interactive components such as discussion groups that accompany lecture presentations, thoughtful reflection, and reading in moral philosophy. (Hull, Wurm-Schaar, James-Valutis, and Triggle, 1994; Rest, 1994)

The second question of this study sought to determine if there are differences in the participants' scores on principled moral reasoning (P-score) in terms of their academic type of discipline. Results indicate that specific academic programs did not influence principled moral reasoning. The lack of a significant difference between the participants' principled moral reasoning as well as other DIT scores as indicated in Table 2 above, could be explained as due to the opportunity sample used in this study on one hand and the lack of equal number of subjects in each group as categorized according to their academic disciplines, on the other hand. Another possible explanation for the failure of findings significant differences in the moral judgment scores as a result of the academic major, could be the homogeneity of the sample with regard to religious affiliation as all the participants were Muslims. Overall, this finding is quite consistent with several previous research findings (Goodman & Crawford, 1974; Laczniak & Inderrieden, 1987; McNichols & Zimmer, 1985). However, two other studies did find significant moral judgment differences regarding academic majors (Beltramini, Peterson, & Kozmetsky, 1984). Further instigations are needed to clarify this inconsistency.
5. Conclusion.
The main thrust of this study was to explore the principled moral reasoning of a female sample of graduate students in education at the University of Kuwait. The findings suggest that the participants would show less preference to advanced levels of moral reasoning (postconventional reasoning) than their counterparts in other similar investigations reported in moral development literature. This finding seems rather distressing, given their level of education. The low principled moral reasoning level of the participants suggest that more attention needs to be paid to their moral judgment development. This may require ethics and values education to be integrated throughout the curriculum, as the existing programs do not seem to offer such needed specific ethics courses, in addition to the introduction of a teaching methodology based on critical reflection to promote their higher level of moral reasoning, as suggested by previous research literature in the domain of moral development (Rest, 1994; McNeel, 1994; Kohlberg and Berkowitz, 1981).
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